Minnesota
traffic deaths
on pace to hit
14-year high,
with 392
fatalities so far
this year

RIVALRY REIGNITED
Wild face off against
Winnipeg Jets for first
time since 2020 in
tonight’s home opener
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Kids can get $200 for vaccination District
Minnesota program also enters 12- to 17-year-olds in drawings for $100K of scholarships
By Christopher Magan

old who gets both doses of vaccine
between Oct. 18 and Nov. 30.
“We’re launching this program
Minnesota is offering 12- to 17- to help reward teens for doing
year-olds who get fully vaccinated their part by getting fully vacciagainst COVID-19 a $200 reward nated and keeping our schools,
and a shot at $100,000 worth of col- community, and state safe,” Walz
lege scholarships.
said in a statement announcing
Gov. Tim Walz announced the the program.
latest vaccination incentive Mon“Our administration is dedicated
day. It is open to any 12- to 17-year- to doing everything we can to
cmagan@pioneerpress.com

keep our kids safe during this pandemic — and that includes working to get as many Minnesotans
vaccinated as possible,” Walz’s
statement said.
The incentive push also includes
five drawings, between Nov. 19
and Dec. 17, for $100,000 worth of
Minnesota college scholarships
and other prizes. These contests
are open to any 12- to 17-year-old

who was fully vaccinated in 2021
and only one entry is needed for
all five drawings.
Walz says $12.2 million in federal
coronavirus aid will fund the
CHILD VACCINATIONS, 12A

FDA considers mix-and-match
booster shot approach, 5A.

Soldier and diplomat Powell dies

J. DAVID AKE / AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES

Army Gen. Colin Powell, then the chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of
Staff, makes a point about the entrenched Iraqi troops in Kuwait during
a briefing at the Pentagon on Jan. 23, 1991.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Powell, chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney visit U.S. troops deployed to Saudi Arabia as part
of Operation Desert Shield on Dec. 21, 1990.

explains
school
closings

St. Paul’s plans for
Wellstone Elementary
had raised questions
By Josh Verges

jverges@pioneerpress.com
St. Paul Public Schools officials on
Monday night defended the planned
closure of Wellstone Elementary,
the only school in their consolidation plan that has not struggled to
maintain its enrollment.
Wellstone is one of eight schools
that would close next fall under
“Envision SPPS,” a plan slated for a
school board vote on Nov. 16. By
concentrating a declining number
of students in fewer schools, the district says it can afford to provide all
elementary students with the arts
and science specialists and other
support needed for a well-rounded
education.
Wellstone’s inclusion surprised
teachers and parents, including
board member Yusef Carrillo,
whose wife works there and whose
sons attend.
Under the consolidation plan, the
school’s Biosmart program would
dissolve and its 278 students steered
to other schools with a science
focus.
Its 234 students in Spanish dual
language immersion would head to
Riverview, where they would join
with immersion students from nearby Cherokee Heights, which would
become a regular community
school.
SCHOOL PLAN, 10A
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Powell, then the secretary of state, holds a vial as he presents evidence
of Iraq’s alleged weapons program to the U.N. Security Council on Feb.
5, 2003. The intelligence he presented was later found to be false.

By Robert Burns, Eric Tucker
and Eileen Putman
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Colin Powell, the trailblazing soldier and diplomat whose sterling
reputation of service to Republican and
Democratic presidents was stained by his
faulty claims to justify the 2003 U.S. war in
Iraq, died Monday of COVID-19 complications. He was 84.
A veteran of the Vietnam War, Powell
spent 35 years in the Army and rose to the
rank of four-star general before becoming

PAUL MORIGI / GETTY IMAGES

Powell, by then retired from public service, greets disabled veteran Ted
Strong at the 26th National Memorial Day Concert on May 24, 2015, in
Washington.

A victim of COVID at 84,
he led the armed services
and State Department,
but tenure was marred by
2003 Iraq War address

the first Black chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. His oversight of the U.S. invasion of
Kuwait to oust the Iraqi army in 1991 made
him a household name, prompting speculation for nearly a decade that he might run
for president, a course he ultimately decided against.
Powell instead joined George W. Bush’s
administration in 2001 as secretary of state,
the first Black person to represent the U.S.
government on the world stage. His tenure,
however, was marred by his 2003 address to

The 7-6 vote represents a setback for both St. Paul Mayor Melvin Carter’s administration and
By the closest of votes, the St. most members of the city council,
Paul Charter Commission voted who for years have called for new
against a proposal that would strategies against errant landopen the door to new administra- lords, employers who flaunt minitive fines for those who break city mum wage rules, property owners
ordinances.
who commit zoning infractions

Keep current with what’s happening in the world
of politics.

and other scofflaws.
Officials with the Department of
Safety and Inspections and the
city attorney’s office have said
many city ordinances go unenforced because the infraction isn’t
worth opening a criminal case.
Administrative fines, they said,
could encourage compliance with-

jverges@pioneerpress.com
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By Josh Verges

out going on an individual’s criminal record.
“Having a different enforcement
mechanism is a positive thing,”
said Brian Alton, chair of the charter commission.
Critics, however, worried that

COLIN POWELL, 12A

St. Paul Charter Commission votes down new fines
fmelo@pioneerpress.com

State Auditor sends
findings on Hmong
school’s investment
to prosecutor’s office

The Office of the State Auditor on
Monday released an investigative
report finding that a St. Paul charter
school’s $5 million investment with
a hedge fund violated state law and
the school’s own investment policy.
Hmong College Prep Academy lost
$4.3 million between September
2019 and March 2021 before withdrawing the balance of its investment from Woodstock Capital, a
U.K.-based hedge fund.
The investment was supposed to
help the school pay for its new middle school.
“Given the high level of risk associated with the Partnership, it is not
an investment consistent with the
Charter School’s policy objective of
ensuring preservation of principal
nor is it an appropriate investment
for public funds,” the state auditor’s

Powell’s age and health history left him vulnerable to COVID. Read more on 12A

By Frederick Melo

Report finds
HCPA broke
state law
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> Free expression

Governments are coming for Big Tech. Here’s what’s at stake
By Adrian Shahbaz and Allie Funk
Around the world, governments are challenging the immense power of Big Tech, causing
politically motivated showdowns between their officials and tech companies to become increasingly
commonplace.
In mid-September, just as voting
began in Russia’s parliamentary
elections, Apple and Google capitulated to ongoing government
demands to remove from their
online stores a smartphone app created by allies of opposition leader
Alexei Navalny. To channel support
away from the Kremlin’s preferred
candidate, the app improved strategic coordination among voters and
advised them about which candidates were most likely to defeat
those backed by the ruling party.
The companies’ alarming decision
fits a larger, global pattern. Governments around the world are
increasingly wielding their regulatory power to subdue free expression online and gain greater access
to private information.
To respond to the immense power
of the tech industry without
emboldening digital repression by
the state, regulations must make
human rights and democratic values a priority.
The use of regulation for political
ends was on full display in Russia,
as state authorities coerced the two
California-based tech titans into
censorship amid tightly controlled
elections, limiting the ability of
opponents of Vladimir Putin’s government to organize.
Set against the backdrop of an 11year decline in global internet freedom and a 15-year decline in overall
democratic rights worldwide — as
identified in Freedom House’s
research — the question of how
much and what kind of regulatory

power governments should have
over technology companies is both
urgent and delicate.
In a recently released Freedom
House report on internet freedom,
we found that 48 of 70 countries surveyed pursued at least one form of
regulatory action on online content,
personal data or competition
against technology firms over the
last year. More than a dozen new
laws threaten the future of free
expression online. More governments are pressuring companies to
remove broad swaths of content,
often under the pretext of protecting users from misinformation,
incitement to hatred or material
that is harmful to minors. Their true
aim is to suppress anti-government
speech, investigative reporting and
expressions of LGBTQ+ identity
and other posts that may be politically disfavored.
Some government leaders have
taken the opposite tack and
attempted to ban platforms from
moderating content, which could
allow for the proliferation of false or
hateful propaganda and threats of
violence to drown out authentic discussion and debate. Only in a few
cases do laws require companies to
be more transparent over their content moderation, advertising practices and use of algorithms, and provide content producers with an
avenue for appeal when their content is restricted.
Dozens of laws introduced to regulate corporate data management
are also ripe for government exploi-

tation. Many require companies to
undermine end-to-end encryption
— a security method that prevents
data from being accessed by anyone
other than sender and recipient —
in their products, or mandate that
user data be stored on servers located within the country.
In practice, weakened encryption
and domestic data storage expand
government ability to access people’s
most intimate information. Even laws
that ostensibly enshrine the rights of
users to control their data often contain vague surveillance exemptions
for national security.
More positively, industry regulators around the globe have also displayed a zeal for cracking down on
anti-competitive and abusive commercial practices, and for fining
major tech firms for failing to protect data and exploiting their market power. A few countries, such as
Germany, have introduced measures that would prohibit companies from denying interoperability
and data portability.
But competition policy also can
be crafted and used for political
gain. For instance, Chinese regulators have been among the most
aggressive in addressing monopolistic practices by the country’s
tech giants. However, their interventions — such as forced company restructurings and politicized
pressure on business leaders —
have raised concerns that the government is more interested in reining in these companies’ autonomy
and influence than in fair competi-

WHO NEEDS A SAINTING? OR A TAINTING?

tion and consumer protection.
The global drive to control Big
Tech is occurring in tandem with a
historic crackdown on internet freedom. In 56 of the countries covered
by our report, officials arrested or
convicted people for their online
speech over the last year.
Governments suspended internet
access in at least 20 countries, and
21 others blocked access to social
media platforms, most often during
times of political turmoil such as
protests and elections. Authorities
in at least 45 countries are suspected of obtaining spyware or data-extraction technology from private
vendors, giving themselves unprecedented, extrajudicial access to private communications.
Some of the most illustrative cases
of digital repression in the last year
occurred in Myanmar, Belarus and
Uganda, where electoral disputes
led officials to shut off internet service, censor social media platforms
and independent digital news outlets, and physically assault internet
users.
With so many aspects of our lives
moving online, new internet regulations are likely to have a lasting
impact on our ability to express ourselves freely, share information
across borders and hold the powerful to account.
We need to ensure that regulation
does not become a tool for governments around the world to exert
greater control over the digital
sphere. Advocates for a free and
open internet — including those
from governments, civil society and
the private sector — should push for
new laws that prevent power from
accumulating in the hands of a few
dominant players, whether in the
private sector or the state. That
means making free expression a

Advocates for a free and open
internet — including those from
governments, civil society and
the private sector — should push
for new laws that prevent power
from accumulating in the hands
of a few dominant players,
whether in the private sector or
the state. That means making
free expression a priority in
content moderation and
requiring platforms to be far
more transparent and
accountable when they do
remove speech.
priority in content moderation and
requiring platforms to be far more
transparent and accountable when
they do remove speech.
Data privacy laws should provide
users with control over their information, institute safeguards against
government surveillance and protect encryption. And policies that
govern competition should foster
innovation to allow people to make
informed decisions about their
online experiences.
Regulation is not a panacea, but
well-designed rules and incentives
can ensure the internet retains its
emancipatory power, with all its
potential to drive personal and societal progress.
Adrian Shahbaz is director for technology
and democracy at Freedom House. Allie
Funk is senior research analyst for
technology and democracy at Freedom
House. They are co-authors of “Freedom on
the Net 2021: The Global Drive to Control
Big Tech.” They wrote this for the Los
Angeles Times.
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Share the praise (or the shame) with Pioneer Press readers by submitting a “Sainted and
Tainted” item for publication on Saturday’s Opinion page.
Please include your name and city of residence for publication. For verification, we need your
home address and a daytime phone number for you.
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CONTINUED FROM 1A

> Hmong
school

report reads.
The school is suing Woodstock in hopes of recovering
the lost funds, claiming the
hedge fund failed to abide
by a “side letter” directing
it to invest in safer, more
liquid vehicles. Woodstock
denies such an agreement
existed.
The auditor’s report, which
notes that the subscription
agreement included disallowed investments, such as
European government bonds
and “interest rate products,”
says the outcome of the lawsuit is “unlikely to impact our
findings in this report.”
The auditor sent the report

CONTINUED FROM 1A

> Citation
ordinance

amending the charter to give
the city council the power to
create new administrative
fines would allow cashstrapped city departments to
balance their books at the
expense of low-income residents.
They
also
questioned
whether hiring multiple
attorneys and a hearing officer was worth the expense.
“If you have 120 dog complaints, is that worth raising
fines, putting in three attor-

to Ramsey County Attorney’s
Office for review, citing a statute concerning the use of
public funds.
“If such report disclose malfeasance, misfeasance, or
nonfeasance in office, the
state auditor shall file such
copy with the county attorney of the county in which
the administrative offices of
the political subdivision are
located, and the county attorney shall institute such proceedings as the law and the
public interest require,” the
report reads, quoting from
the statute.
A spokesman for the prosecutor’s office did not immediately respond to a request for
comment.
Bethel
University,
the
authorizer for Hmong College Prep, has directed the
school to follow a corrective
action plan, which includes

neys and independent referees?” said Commissioner
Gary Unger, after casting a
“no” vote.
Council
Member
Jane
Prince on Friday sent the
charter commission an email
raising 13 questions, including whether the Department
of Safety and Inspections
would seek the authority to
impose “fines for common
and minor code violations”
such as peeling paint.
“Other than the dubious
claim that the amendment is
intended to decriminalize
code violations — rarely
imposed by DSI, and even
less frequently upheld by
Ramsey County courts —
why are we amending the

creating a separate chief
financial officer position
instead of letting the superintendent do that work. The
board has begun implementing that plan, whose recommendations are described in
the auditor’s report as “reasonable and appropriate.”
Bethel also has urged the
school board to fire Superintendent Christianna Hang,
who made the investment.
The school board has hired
an attorney to look into the
circumstances of the investment — a possible step
toward firing Hang for cause
— but most board members
so far have indicated they
want her to stay on as superintendent.
Josh Verges can be reached at
651-228-2171 and
jverges@pioneerpress.com, or on
Twitter at @ua14.

charter for only $1,000 in
additional fine authority?”
Prince wrote.
Former City Council Member Debbie Montgomery,
another “no” vote, said the
council could still bring its
proposal to citywide vote in a
ballot initiative or seek the
same authority to impose
administrative fines from the
Legislature. Otherwise, after
some fine-tuning addressing
critics’ questions, she said,
“the city council can come
back (to us) with another
request.”
Frederick Melo can be reached at
651-228-2172 and
fmelo@pioneerpress.com, or on
Twitter at @FrederickMelo.

SCOTT TAKUSHI / PIONEER PRESS

Students in grades 2 and under returned for in-person classes at Paul and Sheila Wellstone
Elementary School in St. Paul on Feb. 1. Wellstone is slated to close next fall under the SPPS
plan currently before the school board.
CONTINUED FROM 1A

> School plan
Greg Childs, who helped
establish the Biosmart program in 2012, said the school
has a good science teacher,
but the program is not especially strong. It has lost community partnerships and the
school’s administration has
focused more on the Spanish
dual immersion half of the
school, he said.
When Wellstone’s administration stopped asking for his
help, Childs said, “it was
explained to us they had too
many initiatives going on.”
Today, he said, “I think it’s
average science at Wellstone.”
Kate Wilcox-Harris, the
district’s chief academic officer, said she’s been a principal in a building with multiple focuses, and “it is a
struggle when there are
competing priorities.”
FEW CLOSE TO SCHOOL
As to the Spanish immersion decision, chief operating officer Jackie Turner

said only 22 percent of Wellstone’s immersion students
live in the school’s regular
attendance area. At Riverview, on the city’s heavily
Hispanic West Side, that figure is 67 percent.
Officials also considered
that Riverview’s building is
in better condition than
Wellstone’s, and that closing
Riverview would have left
just one district elementary
on the city’s West Side.
The merger of the two
immersion programs should
strengthen it, assistant superintendent Efe Agbamu said.
She said that in meetings
with parents and teachers
from the Hmong and French
language schools, which also
are consolidating, there is
agreement the programs
will be better positioned to
grow under one roof.
“It is with the same mindset that this recommendation is made,” she said of the
Spanish dual immersion
merger. “Our resources are
all over the place. We need to
compress, not expand.”
Carrillo, though, thinks the
move will hurt enrollment as
Wellstone families go else-

where. A key difference, he
said, is the Hmong and
French school communities
were consulted as the plan
was developed, while Wellstone families were not.
“We’re going to handicap
the whole dual immersion
track,” he said.
HIGHWOOD HILLS
Administrators used Monday’s meeting to respond to
board members’ requests for
information after the plan
first was released last week.
They also sought to ease
community members’ fears
about the planned closure of
Highwood Hills Elementary,
which has a recreation center attached. The district
owns the rec center but the
city of St. Paul operates it.
Turner said she met with
city officials early Monday
and the rec center would
remain open, even if the
school closes.
“The recreation center will
continue to operate and be
accessible to the community,” she said. “We have no
intention of not honoring
that lease.”

